
Cost-effective Alternatives for High-performance Conveyor and Sortation Control 
Choose from five modular control solutions that enable you to use only what you need:

Additional Benefits

Embedded Routing

Historical Data Tracking and Business 
Intelligence (BI) Reporting Visual Status Modeling

Label Printing Alarms and Events 

Low Cost

Alternative to all-
inclusive systems, 
making control 
systems substantially 
more affordable for 
most DCs.

Source-to-
destination 
management 
of conveyor and 
sortation systems. 
You’ll get real-time 
operational data 
that enables faster 
and better decision-
making and reduces 
manual labor.

Increased Reliability

More reliable 
than third-party 
or homegrown 
customization. 
Delivers high-
performance 
conveyor and 
sortation control.

Troubleshoot Faster

Get easy access 
to parts and 
maintenance 
information when  
you need it.

Self-maintaining archive enables easy 
access to historical data, assists proactive 
maintenance, increases efficiency, and 
minimizes system failure.

Use Only What  
You Need

Modular design gives 
you cost-effective 
flexibility.

Intuitive interfaces 
enable you to 
easily track 
printer requests 
and information. 
Flexible storage 
and printing of label 
data, compatible 
with Zebra (ZPL) and 
other major printing 
languages.

Enable Peak 
Performance

Keep equipment 
running smoothly 
with automated 
maintenance 
routines that 
minimize unplanned 
downtime.

Protect Your 
Investment

Modern, open-
architecture design 
ensures your system 
will meet your needs 
today and tomorrow.

Easy Access

Web-based interface 
enables you to log in 
from any computer 
with internet access.

Real-time status, 
warning and alarm 
monitoring make 
it easy for your 
operational and 
maintenance staff to 
pinpoint exactly where 
an issue has occurred.

Easier System 
Management

Superior visibility 
of system resources 
and operations gives 
you more control 
and helps you make 
better decisions.

Easy Upgrades/
Expansions

Seamless integration 
with other functions 
and services enables 
the system to grow at 
your own pace.

Easy-to-use, web-based overviews of 
your entire operation as it appears on the 
floor. Models reveal each component’s 
status at a glance, providing a valuable 
troubleshooting and training tool.

Modernize Your Control Systems With  
Momentum™ Embedded Services.


